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requirements of M.G.L. C.112, s.5J. 
I. I NTRODUCT ION 
The passage last July of the Medical Malpractice Reform 
Act (Chapter 351 of the Acts of 1986) held the promise for 
creating the most effective medical board In the nation. 
With new resources and the authority of Chapter 351, the 
Board of Registration In Medicine Is working to fulfill 
that promise. 
Prior to Chapter 351, the Board experienced serious 
difficulties In identifying and Investigating physicians 
who violated acceptable standards of practice and 
behav I or. As a resu It, these phys i clans went und I sc i P I I ned 
and the Board was identified as a critical factor 
contributing to the malpractice crisis of 1985 and 1986. 
The fal lure to restrict or revoke physician licenses 
was repeatedly cited as a prime reason for the rising 
Incidence and cost of malpractice claims. Media criticism 
targeted the Board for permitting physicians with extensive 
malpractice histories to continue practicing. Articles 
cited the fact that the Board finished 39th In a ranking of 
how often states took serious disciplinary actions against 
physicians. 
Chapter 351, coupled with new budget resources, has 
changed that scenario. The new law requires reports on 
physician behavior from sources that were previously closed 
to the Board. New subpoena powers enable the Board to 
compel evidence in the Investigation of complaints. An 
expanded staff has permitted the Board to scrutinize 
license applications more thoroughly, analyze the new 
Information It collects and to conduct more thorough 
complaint Investigations. Last year, this contributed to a 
74 percent Increase In disciplinary actions over 1985 --
more than double the number Issued In any recent year. 
Chapter 351 also changed the Board In other ways. 
Prior to Its passage, the Board's functions were limited to 
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licensing and discipline. Non-disciplinary approaches to 
Improving medical care did not exist. Chapter 351 overcame 
this I Imitation by creating a "Risk Management Unit" at the 
Board to promote quality care In the work setting as an 
alternative to taking Board disciplinary action against 
physicians. 
Since Its passage, the Board of Medl~lne has taken 
Chapter 351's promise to heart by analyzing Its mandates, 
staffing up to meet Its challenges and developing policies 
to reduce the cost and frequency of malpractice claims. 
Because many of Chapter 351' s report I ng and disc I P I I nary 
requirements were not effective until late last year, the 
law's fu I I Impact I s not yet ev I dent. Consequent I y, th i s 
report focuses on changes at the Board of Medicine . 
Ini tiated by Chapter 351. Where avai lable, substantive 
effects of the new law are highlighted. In summary, this 
report portrays an agency In transition with a new and 
expanded mission. 
I I. MEETING THE CHAPTER 351 CHALLENGE 
The Board of Registration in Medicine consists of five 
physicians and two public members who are appointed by the 
Governor to three-year staggered terms (see Attachment A). 
The ful I Board meets formally at least twice monthly to 
decide licensing, disciplinary, regulatory and 
administrative matters . The members also spend 
considerable time Interacting With Board staff to offer 
direction and advice In their review of disciplinary cases 
and I I cense app I I ca t Ions. I n add i t Ion, each member serves 
on one or more of 18 Board Committees that are devoted to 
specific Issues. 
The Board's workload Is expedited by two standing 
Committees which were created by regulation -- Licensing 
and Complaint -- that work with staff to review Individual 
li cense applications and alleged misconduct for the purpose 
of making recommendations to the ful I Board . 
Prior to 1986, the Board's effectiveness was limited by 
apr 0 f e s s Ion a 1st a f f 0 f s I x, ash 0 e box f I I I n g s y s t er ' and 
cramped workspace. Hand-processing the I icense and renewal 
applications of more than 22,000 physicians was notoriously 
slow. Out of more than 300 complaints against physicians 
that were received each year, only the most egregious could 
be fully Investigated and prosecuted by two Board 
attorneys. 
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New Space and Staff 
In 1986, with an expanded appropriation, the Board 
moved from the Saltonstall Bui Iding to 10 West Street to 
create a professional work environment. A new Disclpl inary 
Unit was organized under authority of Chapter 351. 
Staffing this Unit are five investigating attorneys who 
review the validity of complaints and five prosecuting 
attorneys who present I icense violation cases to the 
Board's two new ful I-time hearing officers or to Board 
members acting as hearing officers. The Disclpl inary Unit 
was f u I I Y s t a f fed by S e p t em b e r 0 f 1 986 . 
The Risk Management Unit created by Chapter 351 was 
staffed In January of this year . It has been renamed the 
Patient Care Assessment Unit after the title of the risk 
management regulations It wi I I be enforcing. The Unit 
consists of a chief, who Is an attorney, a registered nurse 
with expertise In hospital quality assurance, a health data 
analyst, a health pol Icy special ist and a data coordinator. 
Computerization 
The Board computerized its licensing functions In 
1986. One data base, called the Physician Prof i Ie, 
·contains all Information submitted by physicians for 
Initial I icensure and license renewal. (Attachment B shows 
a sample of the renewal form. Attachment C portrays the 
Prof i I e data screen.) The Phys i c i an Prof I Ie enab I es the 
Board to provide prompt answers to inquiries on the license 
status of Individual physicians, flag appl ications in need 
of additional information and speed the biennial mai I ing of 
renewal applications. 
Us I ng a second data base, the Disc i p I i nary Un i t can now 
tr ack all complaln+-..:; against physicians received by the 
Board. The Complaint Committee uses a computerized 
docketing system to keep tabs on the status of each 
com p I a I n t. I n add I t Ion, the Boa r d's en t ire his tor y 0 f 
complaints against physicians has been computerized. 
New Information on physician behavior which the Board 
co I I ects under author I ty of Chapter 351 I sin the process 
of being added to the data base. The new Data 
Repository/Data Management Unit is now analyzing this 
Information. Ful I computerization should be achieved by 
May 1. Information to be entered in this data base 
Includes: 
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reports of dlsclpl inary actions against physicians 
undertaKen by hospitals, nursing homes, other 
providers and professional associations; 
reports of malpractice claims closed by the 
state's four liability Insurers; 
reports from the Trial Court and Malpractice 
Tribunals on 81 I settlements and verdicts; 
reports from public agencies and agencies on 
physician conduct which might be subject to Board 
disciplinary action 
and major patient injury reports from health care 
providers. 
Information In the Data Repository wi I I be confidential 
as required by Chapter 351. It will ultimately be 
Interact i ve with the Phys i c I an Prof I Ie da ta base to prov i de 
a complete overview of each physician's performance as 
reported to the Board. 
For the Discipl inary Unit, this comprehensive 
I nformation base wi I I help speed the disciplinary process 
along by Indicating whether a specific complaint might be 
related to other problems with a physician. For the 
Patient Care Assessment Unit, this information wi I I help 
I dent I f Y pot en tl a I Ins tit uti 0 n a I pro b I ems I n t he de I I very 
of quality medical care. 
Summary 
With new resources and authority. the Board Is now 
better able to fulfill Its primary duties to license and 
d i scipline physicians. Its new duty to Influence physician 
performance through the Patient Care Assessment Unit offers 
t remendous potential to Improve the quality of medical care 
rendered In the Commonwealth. 
I I I. PHYSICIAN DISCIPLINE 
A Three-year Retrospective 
The fully-staffed Disciplinary Unit can now ensure that 
every complaint against a physician Is Investigated and 
resolved In a timely manner. This capabl I Ity Is 
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highlighted by Table I which displays a three-year history 
of dlsclpl ine by the Board. A total of 80 physicians were 
disciplined over the last three years. More than half of 
these actions occurred In 1986, which was a direct result 
of Increased staff and disciplinary capabl I Ities. 
Table I Indicates that license revocation was the most 
f requent type of discipline rendered In the last three 
years (37 out of 84 total actions). Drug and alcohol 
violations were the single most frequent reasons cited for 
the Board's actions. Both physician Impairment and 
v iolations of the control led substances act (Chapter 94C) 
are Included In this category. This high discipline rate 
r eflects the fact that drug and alcohol problems are 
r outinely reported by state and federal law enforcement 
agencies which makes these cases easier to Identify and 
document. 
The second most frequent basis for discipl i ne Involved 
gross misconduct, negl igence and Incompetence. In contrast 
wi th drug and alcohol violations, problems with 
Incompetence and substandard care have not historically 
been reported and thus were difficult for the Board to 
a ddress. Chapter 351 's mandatory reporting requirements 
and the Board's new Patient Care Assessment regulations are 
expected to help overcome this i nadequacy . 
The Discipline Process 
The discipline process begins with a signed, written 
c omplaint. Between 350 and 400 are received each year, 
mostly from patients and their faml I ies. After logging, 
t he complaint Is assigned to an investigat i ng attorney who 
fi rst determines the Board's Jurisdiction over the matter . 
( Indeed, many bl I ling disputes are dismissed on 
Ju risdictional grounds because the patient's compla i nt is 
wi th a third-party payor.) 
A complaint's validity is then assessed by contacting 
both complainant and physician . Any necessary 
documentation is compi led and the completed Investigat i on 
fl Ie Is Independently reviewed by two Board members . 
The next stage Involves presentat i on of the 
Investigation fl Ie to the three-member Complaint Committee, 
wh ich meets twice a month. After review i ng the complaint, 
t he Committee recommends dismissal or further action, 
Including further Investigation or an i nformal hear i ng with 
th e physician In question. 
TABLE I: 1984-1986 DISCIPL INARY ACTIONS 
Total MD's Disciplined 
Total actions taken 
Summary Suspension 
(final action pending) 
License Revocation 
Resigned (action pending) 
Reprimand 
Probation 
Suspension 
TOTAL 
Reasons for Board Action: 
Fraudulent or Non-
Current License 
Gross Mlsconduct/ 
Incompetence/Negligence 
Control led Substances 
Violations 
1984 
17 
6 
5 
4 
o 
17 
2 
3 
10 
Phys i ca I /Menta I I mpa I rment 4 
Criminal Convictions 
Sexual Abuse/Misconduct 
Rape/Indecent Assault 
3 
3 
Discipl ined By Other State 2 
Violation Board Regulation 0 
Fraud 
Deceit 
TOTAL 
o 
28 
1985 
23 
4 
13 
2 
2 
23 
2 
12 
8 
6 
7 
4 
4 
46 
1986 
40 
13 
19 
4 
o 
3 
5 
44 
4 
22 
14 
19 
6 
4 
1 1 
5 
2 
88 
Total 
80 
(see note) 
23 
37 
9 
2 
5 
8 
84 
8 
37 
32 
29 
16 
8 
17 
2 
10 
3 
162 
(The number of phys icians disclpl i ned and subsequent totals are not 
equal because four doctors received more than one type of 
d i sclpl ine and several were charged with more than one type of 
I I cense v 101 at Ion . ) 
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If the evidence is sufficient to warrant formal 
di sciplinary action, the Committee refers the matter to the 
f ul I Board. The recommendation of the Complaint Committee 
i s considered by the ful I Board in executive session where 
t he entire file is available for review. If the Board 
a grees with the Committee's recommendation , It wi I I vote an 
"Order tb Show Cause", the formal step that Initiates a 
f ul I adjudicatory hearing. If It disagrees, the matter is 
r eturned to the Complaint Committee with specific 
Instructions or a decision to dismiss the complaint . 
Show Cause orders recite the violations of statute and 
r egulation that are alleged against the physician. 
Adjudicatory hearings fol low the requirements of M. G.L . 
c. 30A and take place before a Board hearing officer . A 
prosecuting attorney argues the case against the physician, 
who has the right to be represented by counsel 
Hearings Involve expert witnesses and the Introduction 
of exhibits, such as patient records . Extensive debate 
over med i ca I issues and pract ice standards of ten comp I i ca te 
such hearings. A transcript Is prepared ~nd the hearing 
officer makes findings and recommends specific sanctions to 
the full Board. 
When the evidence suggests the publ ic's health and 
welfare Is Jeopardized by al lowing a physician to continue 
practicing, the Board can Immediately suspend a I icense any 
time after It votes an Order to Show Cause . This process, 
cal led "summary suspension", requires the Board to hold a 
hearing on the merits of summary suspension within seven 
days . 
After considering the hearing officer's findings and 
recommendations, the Board may: 
revoke, suspend, or restr I ct a I I cense; 
reprimand, censure or order probation; 
require up to 100 hours of public service; 
requ I re counse I I I ng , educat i on or tra i n I ng ; and 
Impose a fine of up to $10 , 000; or 
dismiss the complaint. 
Physicians may appeal Board disclpl inary decisions to the 
Supreme Judicial Court. 
Discipline After Chapter 351 
Chapter 351 has greatly improved this process. Dur i ng 
complaint investigations, the Disciplinary Unit can now 
subpoena records and w i tnesses to explore the particulars 
of a complaint. This power was used 22 times in the 
, I 
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Investigation of 9 complaints since the law took effect 
last October. Show Cause orders have been voted In four of 
these cases and the remaining five are under review by the 
Complaint Committee. Subpoenaed materials have Included 
minutes of peer review committee meetings and patient 
medical records. 
The Disciplinary Unit has found that many health care 
providers are now more forthcoming with Information 
r equests than before, possibly to avoid the subpoena 
pr ocess, although some faci I Ities appreciate responding to 
a subpoena rather than a regular Board inquiry, as they 
f eel they have more legal protection when responding to 
c ompulsory process. 
The Board also developed complaint prioritization 
r egulations In accordance with Chapter 351 that keeps 
c omplaint processing on a tlmel Ine and permits the Board to 
g ive priority to the most serious violations. 
IV. MANDATED REPORTING 
A Potent Source of Data 
Useful information in assessing the competence and 
behavior of physicians is generated by many sources. The 
Legislature recognized th i s by requiring hospitals, 
Insurers and others to report physician disclpl ine, 
malpractice claims and alleged substandard care to the 
Board. (See sections 5C through 51 of Chapter 112 and 60B 
of Chapter 231 of the General Laws). 
Chapter 351 required these reports to be f l led 
beginning last fal I. Considerable time has been spent in 
developing computer-compatible forms to collect this data, 
copies of wh ich are included as Attachment D. 
The fol lowing tables on pages 8 and 9 summar i ze some of 
the Information that was reported In the last quarter of 
1986 . This Information Is building the foundation of a 
sophisticated data base to analyze both the types and 
frequency of malpractice events and Identify preventive 
measures to minimize the I Ikel Ihood of their occurrence. 
The tables I I lustrate the k i nd of Information be i ng 
reported to the Board. 
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Court Reports 
Court clerks are required to report the findings of 
Malpractice Tribunals and the judgments, settlements or 
other final dispositions of the Trial Court. Copies of the 
original malpractice complaint are to accompany the 
reports. 
For the last quarter of 1986, Table I I 
shows that 80 reports Involving a total of 142 defendants 
were received. The original complaint was not fl led with 
40 of the Tribunal Cases but this problem is being 
corrected In consultation with the Court Clerks. 
For six of the 80 cases, no physician defendant was 
named In the complaint. (Other defendants were hospitals, 
nurses, nursing homes and other providers.) A total of 102 
physicians were named In the remaining 74 cases. Two 
physicians were Involved in more than one case (two each). 
Out of 113 physicians named in Tribunal proceedings, 
finding was for the def~ndant In 45 cases and for the 
plaintiff in 68. 
For the 15 defendants named In Court cases, the four 
that went to Jury resulted In dismissal of the complaints. 
In nine Instances, the parties agreed to dismissal. In one 
case, a payment was agreed to out-of-court. In another, 
the Court granted summary Judgment for dismissal. 
TABLE I I 
TYPE OF REPORT 
County Tribunal Court Both Total 
Plymouth 2 0 0 2 
Middlesex 24 5 0 29 
Suffolk 20 0 21 
Bristol 12 2 5 19 
Norfolk 4 2 0 6 
Worcester 3 0 0 3 
Total 65 10 5 80 
("Both" refers to mulpractlce cases for which both a 
Tribunal and Trial Court disposition were reported. 
Dukes, Nantucket, Hampshire, Berkshire, Hampden, Essex, 
Frank lin and Barnstab I e count i es reported no cases) 
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The Board has found that these reports do not set forth 
the terms of settlements which have been reached outside of 
court. Although Chapter 351 prohibited the sealing of 
court verdicts, judgments and dispositions, parties are 
Interpreting the law as al lowing them not to fl Ie the terms 
of out-of-court settlements. This has led to an Incomplete 
picture of such settlements and an inabi I Ity to assess 
their role in the resolution of malpractice complaints. 
Assuming that the Board receives this information from 
insurers, rather than the Courts, as required by M.G.L. 
c.112, s.5C, corrective legislative action might not be 
necessary. 
Closed Insurance Claims 
Malpractice insurers are required to report al I final 
judgments, settlements and dispositions within 30 days 
after a claim Is closed. Reports must describe defendant 
and claimant information, the date, location, nature and 
substance of the claim, payment data and any additional 
Information the Board requests. Table I I I 
shows the total physicians each insurer underwrites and the 
total fourth quarter 1986 closed claims they reported to 
the Board. 
TABLE I I I 
Insurer 
Joint Underwriting Association 
CRICO (Harvard institutions) 
N.E. Medical Center 
Univ. of Mass. Medical Center 
No.MO's 
11 ,550 
4,500 
800 
400 
No. Reports 
195 
43 
2 
o 
The data indicates claims were closed on 240 physician 
defendants, of which 140 were closed without payment (59 %) 
and 100 were closed with payment (41%). 
Total payments amounted to $14,308,536.96. The lowest 
claim paid was for $697.25; the highest payment was 
$1,200,000. The average payment was $143,085.36 and the 
median was $75,000. 
The Board recognizes that malpractice claims do not 
necessari Iy indicate substandard physician care that 
warrants discipl inary action. Thus, the Board wi I I closely 
examine claims with payments to determine whether 
malpractice al legations warrant further investigation of a 
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physician's competence. Claims without payment wi I I get 
less scrutiny for disciplinary purposes. 
Although malpractice histories do not necessarily 
trigger disciplinary Investigations, the combined set of 
claims data (with and without payments) wi I I nonetheless 
provide a useful basel ine over time for studying whether 
particular specialties, procedures and practice patterns 
require risk management attention. 
Physician Discipline Reports 
Chapter 351 requires reports to the Board of any 
denial, restriction, revocation and failure to renew staff 
p r I v II e g e s, 0 r res I g nat Ion from a me d i C a 1st a f f w h i chi s 
due to a physician's competence or an alleged violation of 
statute, bylaw or regulation. 
Under new Board regulations, these reports are required 
within thirty days of the action and every 60 days 
there~fter unti I discipline Is complete and/or al I appeals 
are finalized. Chapter 351 added a new requirement that 
prov I ders f I Ie annua I summar I es of disc I P I I nary act Ions by 
January 31 for the preceding year. 
HI stor I ca I I y, the Board has either not been not If i ed of 
disciplinary actions or found that no discipline was 
Imposed because Incompetent physicians left a hospital with 
a gentleman's handshake that made the departure not 
reportable. The names of these physicians often 
subsequently surfaced in complaints to the Board. As a 
result, the Board was hampered in investigating 
incompetence when it was first indicated. 
The Board has also been concerned that providers might 
avoid their Chapter 351 reporting obi igation by rendering 
disc I P line not spec if i ca I I Y noted on the :.tatutory list. 
Consequently, through Its risk management regulations and 
general regulatory a~thorlty, the Board has further defined 
Chapter 351's list of reportable dlscipl inary actions to 
include: 
censure; 
written reprimands and admonitions; 
non-renewa I of a right or pr I v I lege; 
fines; 
required performance of public service; and 
when related to competence or alleged violations of 
law, bylaws and regulations, any required education, 
t ra I n I ng, counse I I ng or mon I tor i ng; I eave of absence; 
withdrawal of application for staff privileges; and 
termination or non-renewal of a contract. 
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Minor administrative violations such as fal lure to 
attend staff meetings are not reportable until a third 
reprimand, admonition, suspension or restriction Is 
rendered In one year. 
In the last quarter of 1986,17 hospitals filed 
disciplinary reports with the Board concerning 32 
physicians. Of this total, 14 physicians were disciplined 
for tardy completion of medical records, a minor 
administrative violation. Three physicians were suspended 
for f a i I u ret 0 com pie t e the ira p p I i cat ion for 
reappointment. Of the remaining 15, four physicians were 
already under investigation by the Board, three of whom 
have been notified of Show Cause orders. The Board has 
I nit i ate din qui r I e son a I I 0 f the r em a i n i n g 1 1 ph Y sic I an s . 
Concerning the annual discipl inary summaries, 165 
providers had filed their reports by February 25,1987 . Of 
this total, 127 reported they Imposed no disciplinary 
action last year whl Ie 38 reported some type of action . 
These reports are currently being investigated to ensure 
that the facl I Ities compl led with the reporting 
requirements of C.111, s.53B last year. 
V. PATIENT CARE ASSESSMENT 
Preventing Patient Harm 
The best place to remedy deficient medical care is in 
the work setting. With this in mind and new authority 
granted by Chapter 351, the Board promulgated regulations 
to take effect July 1, 1987, that require physicians and 
health care facl I Itles to implement programs that Identify 
and remedy prob I em care. Program outcomes, inc I ud I ng 
major patient Injuries, are reportable to the Board. 
The regulations comply with Chapter 351's directive 
that physicians participate In risk management programs as 
a condition of licensure. 
Entitled "Patient Care Assessment," the regulations 
were developed by the Board In consultation with many 
part I es throughout the fa I I of 1986. The Secretary of 
Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation, Paula W. Gold, 
convened a 22-member advisory group consisting of 
prov I ders, Insurers, state agenc I es and consumers wh I ch 
helped Identify key elements of risk management and quality 
assurance programs. 
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A three-member Committee of the Board edited a first 
dr aft of the regulations in early November. They then 
wor Ked with staff to modify the proposal In response to 
adv isory group and publiC hearing comments . The final 
regulations -- which taKe effect July 1, 1987 -- were 
fl led with the Legislature December 31 as requ i red by 
Chapter 351. A summary of the major provisions of the 
Pati ent Care Assessment regulations fol lows . 
overcoming a Division of Labor 
RisK management and quality assurance traditionally 
have differed both in their goals and the types of 
pe rsonnel they affected. 
RisK management focused on "potentially compensable 
e vents" or patient injuries that were identified through 
In ternal monitoring systems. These events would be 
a ssessed to prepare for potential malpract ice suits. In 
th e best programs, remedial measures were taKen to prevent 
t heir recurrence. However, many risK management programs 
were managed solely by administrative staff, which Involved 
l egal analysis that only Indirectly aff~cted the medical 
s taff. In less comprehensive programs, risK management 
f ocused primarily on sl Ips and fal Is and equipment safety . 
Quality assurance, on the other hand, rei led prlmari Iy 
on the medical staff through peer review to evaluate the 
appropriateness and quality of patient care in an 
Institution. Problems were Identified by faci I ity-wide 
committees (e.g. , drug usage, blood usage, infection 
control) and each department (e.g., anesthesia, 
surgery). These functions were performed to Improve 
quality and to remain accredited by the Joint Commission on 
t he Accreditation of Hospitals. 
The effectiveness of ~hese programs has varied by 
Institution. More Importantly, most institutions have not 
Integrated these different functions . 
The Board developed its risK management regulations to 
overcome this separation . They spel lout structures and 
processes to Integrate these tasKs and require the 
Involvement of a faci I Ity's governing body to ensure 
accountabl I Ity and suffic i ent authority to Implement 
corrective measures. 
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Medical Staff Quality 
Preventing patient harm, and by extension, malpractice, 
depends In part on deterring substandard physicians from 
practicing. Consequently, the Patient Care Assessment 
regulations place great emphasis on validating physician 
competence and credentials. 
Although the requirements differ for hospitals, nursing 
homes and health maintenance organizations, al I must review 
the fol lowing Information on each physician hired, granted 
pr I v I leges, or reta I ned on contract: 
-- profess I ona I per formance, Judgment and c I In i ca I 
sk I I Is; 
-- mental and physical status; 
-- compl lance with Board licensure requirements, 
Including specialty certification and continuing medical 
education; 
-- adherence to facl I Ity and medical staff bylaws, 
policies and procedures; and 
malpractice and criminal history. 
To promote this review, physicians must authorize 
malpractice Insurers and health care facl I itles to release 
this Information when re.quested . Facilities performing the 
credentlallng must verify the accuracy of this Information 
and assess its Importance according to criteria they are 
required to develop. 
Although hospitals usually review this information when 
physicians apply for initial staff privi leges, they 
i nfrequently reassess ski I Is and performance at renewal 
time every two years. The regulations make this review 
ob I i gatory. 
For nursing homes, the regulations require a thorough 
c redentials check on their medical directors and advisors. 
For health maintenance organizations, the requirements 
vary. Clinic models that directly employ physicians must 
s ubject their medical staffs to hospital-style review. 
Non-staff model HMO's (e.g., group and independent practice 
associations) must verify credentials wi t h the primary 
hospital where a physician works. Any additional 
Information available to the non-staff model HMO must also 
be assessed before contracting with the physician . 
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Recognizing Patient Risks 
Once physician competence Is verified, the regulations 
require faci I Itles to overcome the difficult hurdle of 
identifying both actual patient harm as wei I as Incidents 
and procedures that could cause harm . 
Actual harm has historically been Identified by 
so-cal led "Incident reports" that personnel report to 
supervisors for investigation. These reports are not 
consistently made or necessari Iy fol lowed-up with the 
personnel involved In an Incident . This is especially true 
for Incidents Involving physicians which were reported by 
nursing and other non-medical staff. 
In the last decade, new systems cal led "occurrence 
screening" were developed to overcome the I Imitations of 
Incident reporting. Occurrence screens have the advantage 
of Identifying both actual and potential patient harm. 
They operate by screening patient medical records against 
Indicators of potential substandard care . . Occurrence 
screening, for example, would pick up unplanned patient 
transfers to a higher level of care which might Indicate 
serious infection or surgically-induced bleeding that 
requ I res the fac I I I ty to take correct i ve act Ion. 
The Patient Care Assessment regulations require 
providers to use both Incident reporting and occurrence 
screening In order to Identify immediate patient care 
problems and systemic problems that might otherwise go 
undetected. Providers are required to develop their own 
occurrence screens which reflect each institution's needs. 
However, the implementation of occurrence screening and the 
reports to the Board they wi II generate have been delayed 
unti I November, 1987, in order to allow faci I ities to 
develop their own systems. 
The regulations also require the routine analysis of 
other patient care problems, such as complaints and 
grievances, In order to provide a comprehensive overview of 
patient risk and quality of care at a facll ity. 
One key to successfu I I nterna I mon I tor I ng w I I I be 
C hap t e r 3 5 1 's r e qui r em en t t hat he a I t h car e f a c II I tie san d 
medical staffs amend their bylaws to require Internal 
reporting and Investigation of all Indications of 
substandard phys I c I an care. Fa I I ure to report const i tutes 
a violation of the regulations which the Board and the 
Department of Public Health are empowered to enforce. 
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structural Requirements 
A cornerstone of each Patient Care program Is the 
Coordinator appointed by authority of a governing body to 
receive reports of actual and potential patient Injuries. 
The Coordinator, who can be an Individual or a committee, 
Is charged with either directly Investigating injuries or 
referring them to appropriate committees and personnel. 
Fol low-up with staff Involved In the Injury Is required as 
Is the Implementation of corrective measures. 
The Coordinator must also ensure that occurrence 
screening takes place and generates quality of care 
recommendations. Each faci I Ity's governing body must also 
receive from the Coordinator quarterly summaries on the 
resu I ts of the I r risk management and qua I I ty assurance 
programs. 
The regulations uti I Ize the broad powers of "medical 
peer review committees" created by Chapter 351 to involve 
physicians In the regulations and to give medical staffs 
wide latitude In scrutinizing both patterns of deficient 
care and the performance of Individual physicians. 
The regulations also use peer review confidentiality to 
ensure that physicians and Institutions are not hampered in 
their assessment of private patient information and the 
sensitive Implications of the problems they investigate. 
Providers are granted considerable flexlbl I ity to 
design Patient Care Assessment programs that reflect their 
Institutional requirements. For example, a decentral ized 
program might be necessary in a large teaching hospital 
whereas a community hospital might central ize 
responslbl I Itles with top administrators and medical 
ch iefs. 
Simi lar to the credential I ing process, the regulations 
spe I lout d if ferent structura I requ i rements for nurs i ng 
homes and health maintenance organizations which recognize 
their institutional distinctiveness . 
However designed, each faci I Ity's written Patient Care 
Assessment Plan must be fl led with the Board along with the 
occurrence screening criteria that are developed to audit 
medical records. 
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Measuring Outcomes 
The Patient Care Assessment Unit wi I I review these 
written plans and occurrence screens to monitor compl iance 
and recommend program improvements. The Unit wi I I sponsor 
seminars and publ ish materials to clarify requirements and 
recommend effective techniques. An advisory group is being 
formed to address technical problems that arise during the 
Implementation period. 
Comp I I ance on paper. however. Is ent i re I y different 
from measuring the effectiveness of Patient Care Assessment 
programs. Deciding whether harm has been prevented and 
medical care Improved Is necessarily based on an analysis 
of Injuries and the remedial measures taken to prevent 
them. The regulations therefore require hospitals to fi Ie 
with the Board copies of their quarterly summaries on risk 
management and quality assurance activities. 
Included In these summaries wi I I be descrlpttons of the 
most severe patient Injuries Identified. The regulations 
create two categories of patient care problems to report to 
the Board. The first category requires reports on the 
f 0 I I ow i n g t y pes 0 fin j uri e s. reg a r die s s 0 f C a use 0 r 
phys r c i an cu I pab I I i ty : 
maternal death related to del ivery; 
fetal death. excluding abortions; 
chronic vegetative state resulting from 
med i ca I I ntervent Ion; 
death In the course of or resulting from 
ambulatory surgical care. 
These non-discretionary reports wi I I be analyzed to 
deve I op base line da ta on the i r frequency and causes. The 
efficacy of Patient Care Assessment programs in Identifying 
and remedying serious patient harm wi I I also be assessed. 
This list Is only a smal I sample of the large pool of 
serious Injuries that could be reported. However. the 
Board fe I t an I ncrementa I approach to co I I ect I ng th I s 
Information would be more manageable. The list may expand 
as Its usefulness Is tested. 
The second category of reportable injuries Is more 
discretionary but also more Inclusive. Quoting from the 
regulations. these types of Injuries are : 
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"major or permanent impa I rments of bod i I Y 
functions or deaths that are not ordinarily 
expected as foreseeable results of the patient's 
condition or of appropriately selected and 
administered treatment." 
This definition gives hospitals and medical staffs the 
opportunity to decide whether: 1) an injury was due to 
Incompetence or, 2) was due to a patient's medical 
condition or an unexpected outcome of sound treatment . 
If the latter, the Board stili expects providers to 
deve lop prevent Ion measures where poss i b Ie. However, if 
patient Injuries are due to Incompetence, or Inadequate 
protocols and policies, the Board wi I I examine quarterly 
summaries for the corrective measures providers take and to 
determ I ne whether phys I c I an disc I p line was war ranted . If 
warranted, the Board wi I I also refer these cases to its 
Disciplinary Unit for Investigation of possible misconduct . 
The Board recognizes that Incident reports and 
quarterly summaries contain sensitive information that does 
not by Itself Indicate substandard care, much less 
malpractice. Maintaining the confidentiality of this 
In formation has been a persistent concern of health care 
providers. Thus, the Board al lowed room In Its regulations 
for the possible use of coded identifiers when reporting 
Incidents and physicians to the Board . An advisory group 
created by the Board wi I I explore this possibl I Ity. 
Long-Term Expectations 
Obviously, It wi II take time before Patient Care 
Assessment programs are fully effective. Provider 
adaptation to the new regulations wi I I not occur overnight 
and the Board itself is adjusting to its expanded role as 
monitor and enforcer of quality care. 
The Board w I I I cont i nuous I y ana I yze the regu I a t Ions for 
necessary changes and wi I I work with state, federal and 
private agencies to ensure they are not dupl Icatlvenor 
unduly burdensome. 
Hvwever, the Board believes Its regulations chart a 
reasonable course of action that wi I I minimize patient harm 
and promote qua I i ty care. It wi I I keep its sights on the 
in tent of Chapter 351 by insisting that physicians and 
In stitutional providers perform effective risk management 
and qual ity assurance. 
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VI. PHYSICIAN LICENSURE 
New Answers to Old Problems 
Chapter 351 gave the Board Its long-sought goal of 
ren ewing physician licenses on their birthdays every other 
year instead of en masse in January of even-numbered years. 
This wi I I ease the administrative burden of license renewaJ 
and ensure quicker and more thorough processing of renewal 
app I I ca t Ions. 
A revised I icense renewal form (see Attachment B) was 
developed last fall which asks physicians for information 
quite simi lar to that required for the hospital 
credential ing process. Answers to questions about 
malpractice claims histories, alcohol and drug abuse and 
criminal records are scrutinized by the staff. Physicians 
who answer affirmatively are asked to supply substantiating 
information. In certain instances, the Board Invites these 
physicians for an informal conference or initiates further 
inquiry. to clarify answers and clear up any concerns over 
competence and behavior. 
The Licensing Unit has dedicated a substantial amount 
of time to reviewing the appl icatlons of foreign medical 
school graduates for initial I icensure. Approximately 15 
percent of each year's poo I of 1,900 app I I cants for in i t i a I 
licensure are foreign medical graduates. The qual ity of 
their medical and cl inlcal training has been a primary 
concern of the Board since 1984 when new licensing 
requ i rements were estab I I shed. 
The Board has also revised Its continuing medical 
e d u cat ion ( CM E) r e qui r em en t s for ph Y sic ian sse e kin g I ice n s e 
renewal. Beginning in 1987, physicians must earn at least 
five of their 100 CME hours In risk management study 
programs. (Physicians wi I I have two years in which to earn 
this total). Instruction must include malpractice 
prevent Ion courses and re I ated study in qua I I ty assurance, 
patient relations, medical-legal issues and non-economic 
aspects of practice management . 
The revised regulations also require physicians to 
accumulate the majority of CM~ credits In their primary 
areas of practice and to spend at least one hour each year 
fami I larizlng themselves with the Board's regulations. 
ATTACHMENT A 
Members of the Board of Registration in Medicine 
Ralph A. Deterling, Jr., M.D., Chairman 
Andrew G. Bodnar, M.D., J.D., Vice Chairman 
Louise Liang, M.D., Secretary 
Marian J. Ego, J.D., Ed.D., Public Member 
Marilyn Griffin, M.D., Physician Member 
Melinda Milberg, Esq., Public Member 
Russell J. Rowell, M.D., Physician Member 
ATTACHMENT B 
OARD OF REGISTRATION IN MEDICINE 
S TEN WEST STREET soc. SEC. 
NUMBER. 
OPTIONAL eOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02111 
RENEWAL APPLICATION 
1987-1989 
LICENSE NUMBER 
CODE 
TyPE REGISTRATION NO. 
PAY THIS 
AMOUNT 
$100 
-I I I I 
FEE DATE TO BE REN EWEO LATE FEE 
MO OA Y" 
YOU MUST READ THE INSTRUCTIONS ENCLOSED WITH THIS FORM TO ANSWER QUESTION S 1-21. 
1, Print Name: 
1 Medical School: 
4. Country where Medical School located: 
.. American Specialty Board Certified? 0 (Check if yes.) 
Which Boards? 
7. Principal Specialty(ies) : 
M.D.? 0 D.O.? 0 (C heck One.) 
5. Date 0 f Graduation: 
I. Princip al work setting: 
SEE REVERSE SIDE 
I YOU ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE QUES-TIONS BELOW AND ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS APPLICATION. (SEE THE ENCLOSED INSTRUC-
TIONS FOR DETAILS.) 
IF YOU ANSWERED " YES" TO QUESTIONS 15 
THROUGH 24, YOU MUST CHECK THIS BOX: 0 
PLEASE USE THE ENCLOSED RETURN ENVELOPE 
THIS APPLICATION MUST BE SIGNED NOTE! AND RETURNED WITH A $100 PAY-
MENT. A CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY 
ORDER IS PREFERRED. PERSONAL 
~ 
CHECKS ARE ACCEPTABLE. 
PAYABLE TO: 
• 
COMMONWEALTH OF 
MASSACHUSETTS 
TEN WEST STREET. 2nd FLOOR 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02111 
PLEASE PRINT ANY NAME OR ADDRESS 
CHANGES BELOW 
2. Date of Birth: L L 
MONTH OAY YEAR 
-
I . Home address: 10. Princip al business address: 
11. List all hospitals at which you have currently effective privileges: 
12. List all hospitals at which you have held privileges in the past 20 years: _______ _ 
13. States other than Massachusetts in which you are presently licensed to practice: 
14. List any other states where you were previously licensed to practice: ________ _ 
YES NO 
15. Has any medical malpractice claim been made against you in the last ten years (whether or no t a lawsuit was filed in relation to the claim)? 
enses? 
you in the last ten years, by any governmental 
ternational , national , state or local)? 
ed, reVOked. denied. restricted, surrendered, 
eral agency, at any time? 
11. Have you ever withdrawn an application for medical licensure or been denied a medical license for any reason? 
20. Have you ever had any mental illness wh ich has impaired your ability to practice medicine or to function as a student of medicine? 
21. Have you ever had an organic illness wh ich has impaired your ability to practice medicine or to function as a student of medicine? 
22. Are you now. or have you been in the past, dependent upon alcohol or drugs? 
23. Have you ever, for any reason, lost American Specialty Board Certification? 
24. Have you been denied recertification by one or more specialty boards? 
If es. which one(s ? 
25. I have completed my C.M.E. requirements in the two years ending on the renewal date as folio ws: 
21. I am an active 0 inactive 0 practitioner. (Check One.) 
I HEREBY CERTIFY UNDER THE PENAL TV OF PERJURY THAT ALL INFORMATION ON THIS FOR 
~UBlERSUCANT TO CHAPTER 475 OF THE ACTS OF 1985, I WILL NOT CHARGE TO OR COllECT FR 
M (FRONT AND BACK) INCLUDING ATTACHED SHEETS IS TRUE. 
HARGE FOR MY SERVICES. 
OM A MEDICARE BENEFICIARY MORE THAN THE MEDICARE REASON-
MY BEST KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, HAVE FILED ALL STATE TAX ~~~USRUANT TO M.G.L. c. 62C. § 49A, I CERTIFY UNDER THE PENALTIES OF PERJURY THAT I, TO 
NS AND PAID ALL STAfE TAXES REQUIRED UNDER LAW. PLEASE NOTE: THIS APPLIES EVEN IF YOU RESIDE OUT-OF-STATE OR OUT OF THE COUNTRY. 
SIGNATURE 
DATE: 
I 
i 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF REGISTRATION IN MEDICINE 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR RENEWAL 
_ - -------------------------- License No, Name ~ u; .:: prov'IO,,(l for JdLlltlonal Information concerning your responses to questions 15 through 24 on the reverse side. If you answered "yes" to :~ , s ;t!:'.ese quesTi ons you must prov ide more information regarding the nature of the termination of licensure, claim ,. action, charges, or treatment 
lr· (,fl . 11 15 Important that you adh" re to the gUidelines below In your response to avoid the delay Involved In repeated Inqulfles for more Information; 
, nvOI~ ~e r. se Will no t r.," renewed untii you halle completely provided the information outlined below. 
,Q_lr ~se IIne5 ;nilr~ed With an asterisk (' ). include a complete description of the circumstances involved including your role (i.e., primary care, consult. 
on 10 rt)~loen t. elc ) and the date and manner of resolution Including amount or. if on-going, the status of the claim at this time. Be specific. Attach fel~~onal sheets as necessary to complete this inlormatlon, II you have been involved With more than one claim for damages where no court action 
ad I ~Iolved . ,llscip llnary action . cflminal proceeding, restriction of privileges to prescflbe controlled substances, or treatment for illness, drug dependency 
.3S'~Ohollsm you must use addit ional sheets to provide the necessary information, as outlined below. 
or.l nsure or applications lor licensure with any state other than Massachusetts: (More than two? Attach additional sheets.) Lice . 
State Year Conditions under which licensure was either denied, revoked, not renewed, or otherwise terminated 
-
--Malpractice claims for damages where no court action was involved: (More than one? Attach additional sheets.) 
Claimant Name: Patient Name: ____________________ _ 
Incident Date: Incident Location: --________________ _ 
'Descript ion : 
Malpractice suits: (More than two? Attach additional sheets.) 
1. Court: Case Name: 
Docktt Number' .------------------- Patient Name: ____________________ _ 
Inciden t Location : .Incident Date: ____________________ _ 
' Descfl ptl on ' _________________________________________________ _ 
- ---------------_.-----------------------------------------
2. Court: Case Name: 
Docket Number: Patient Name: ____________________ _ 
Incident Location : Incident Date: _____ ~---------------
'Descri pt ion : _________________________________________________ _ 
Disciplinary action: (More than one? Attach additional sheets.) 
Organ izati on initiating action : Date: 
Type and auration of act ion: 
'Descripti on of reasons for d isc iplinary action: ____________________________________ _ 
Criminal proceedings: (More than one? Attach additional sheets.) Court: 
1n.tlatll1 g Party : Charge: ___________________ _ Date; 
' InCident Descri ption : _ ___ __________________________________________ _ 
Treatment for mental illness, organic illness, drug dependency or alcoholism: (More than one? Attach additional sheets.) 
Organizat ion. Date: 
P'!rson responsible for treatment: Phone: 
Address : _ _________________________________________________ __ 
Type of cond ition and treatment: _______________________________________ _ 
Privileges to prescribe controlled substances: (More than one? Attach additional sheets.) 
Type of p rev ious or current restriction : _______________________ _ Date Initiated: 
'Circumstances of restr iction : 
----------_._---------------------------------------------------
Agency Involved : State: 
ATTACHMENT C 
l' rl' ~ n Information S·y·=tenl phI's - .,.. -
-------------
80ar d :fF; 00000 Na.me: ·JOHN 
Ma.i 1 i ng t=.)ddr-ess 
1 MAIN 5T 
SMALLT OWN, MA 00000 
Home Addro:ess 
1 OA~::: 5T 
SMALLTOWN, MA 00000 
Business Addres s 
1 MAIN ST 
SMALLTOWN, MA 00000 
DOE 
\"/i ew Scr-een 
-------_._-----_._-_._ .. _._ ..__ .-
Birthdate: 01/01/01 
Revocation Date: 01/01/01 
Social Securit y #: 123-45-6789 
Old Board Number: 
Renewal . Date: 01/01/01 
Renewal Sent: 01 /01/01 
Activity Status: Acti ve 
Renewal Status: Recieved 
License Sent: 0 1/01 /01 
License Serial #: 0000000 
License Issue Date: 01/01/01 
License Applicat ion #: 1000000 
Last Modification Date: 02/25/87 
EDP Operator Code: RBP 
Press PgUp, PgDn, F3:Edit, or F4:Quit 
Physician Information System l'}i ew Screen 
Na.me: JOHN DOE BF;N #: 00000 
Medi ca.l School 
HARVARD MEbICAL SCHOOL 
Graduation Date: 1900 
Specialty Board Certified: 
1. BOARD OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOG Y 
3" 
Principal Specialty: PSYCHIATRY 
Descriptive Specialty: CHILD PSYCHIATRY 
Work Set ting(s) 
1. PRIVATE SOLO PRACTICE 
2 .. 
----- ._--------------------------
Press PgUp, PgDn, F3:Edit, or F4:Quit 
l' -i an Information System ~-- ._-------- View Screen Pag e 0 
"'~. ,10HN DOE Nc., ,,o::; · -
t Hn~pl' j- -· 1 F'r-I' V'l' l~_g~._<:::. curren - - ::> - '':'-.- -
ADDISON GILBERT HOSPITAL 1 • 
2. BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL 
3. MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL 
4. NEW ENGLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
5. 
L 
'.J' 
Past Hospital Privileges 
1. ADDISON GILBERT HOSPITAL 
2. BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL 
"' ' .. '" 
4. 
5. 
6. 
-------------------
Press PgUp, PgDn, F3:Edit, or F4;Quit 
Physici.an Information System 'v'i ew Screen 
----------------_._----------_._._._-------------_._-----_.-_ .. _--_ ... _ .......... _--_ .. _ .._------_ .. _-
Na.me: JO HN DOE 
States Presently Licensed to Practice: ME VT NH CT RI 
States Previously Licensed to Practice: 
Criminal . Proceeding: N 
Drug Privilege: N 
M'.:?nt ,.::d III ness: 1',1 
SF'····.I 'i:I:: 00000 
Mal pr act ice Suit: N 
Displinary Action: N 
Wit hdrawn/Denied License: N 
Cn] ,?n j. c III ness: N 
Lost Board Certification: N 
Dependent upon Drugs/Alcohol: N 
Denied Fecert ifica t i on: N 
Denied Recertification in the Following Boards: 
Denied Specialty Board 
1. 
2 . 
Completed CME Requirements: Y 
----------------
Pr ess PgUp ~ Pg Dn, F3:Edit , or F4:Quit 
II 
ATTACHMENT D 
A. INJ1ll101m 
~ RWID CF RlhISIRATIW IN ~ICINE 
:nEIlUTI(lf3 RR IF.AIJH CARE FM:ILTIY DI3:IHJNARY !CJ.'Im lM'tRIS 
TheSe instructions explain how to complete and file the three required Health Care Facility Disciplinary 
Action Reports described below. These reports are designed to provide t:re Beard of Registration in Medicine with a 
continuing record of disciplinary actions - their nature and duration, and any subsequent modifications - taken 
againSt physicians by health care facilities. Filing of t:rese reports is required by Olapter Ill, section 53B of 
the Massachusetts General Laws and Olapter 243, sections 2.07(l7Xa) and 2.07(17Xe) of the Code of Massachusetts 
RegUlations. 
All health care facilities licensed by the state under H.G.L. Olapter 111, section 51 are required to file 
these reports at t:re times described below. Licensees consist of hospitals, clinics and institutions for the care 
of unwed mot:rers. 
These instructions apply to the following reports: 
(1) Health Care Facility Disciplinary Action Initial Report (Fonn fllD-1); 
(2) Health Care FQCility Disciplinary Action Subsequent Report (Fonil fllD-2); 
(3) Health Care Facility Disciplinary Action ArulUal Report (Fonn 0CID-3). 
Your responses smuld be typed or printed legibly. Please be brief but complete. If you need additional 
s{Ece, attach extra sheets. You smuld keep a copy for your records of each report filed. We reconunend that each 
IHSOO responsible for completing anyone of these reports be given a copy of these instructions. CPestions about 
your reporting obligations smuld be directed to t:re IBta Repository Unit of the Beard of Registration in Medicine 
at (617) 727...iJ'3fJ3. 
When canp1ete, reports smuld be llBiled to: 
The Camon\o.ealth of M3ssachusetts 
Beard of Registration in ~~cine 
IBta Repository Unit 
10 \.Jest Street, 3rd floor 
Boston, MA 02111 
Note that Annual Reports rrust be sent by registered or certified ITBil. 
(1) Initial Report (Fonn fllD-1): 
An Initial Report must be filed with the Beard no later than Xl days after the actual imposition or initiation 
of a disciplinary action, wrether or not the action has been or may be appealed. A separate report must be filed 
for each physician disciplined and for each disciplinary proceeding. 
(COnt:.imEd 00 reverse side) (2/87) 
(2) Subsequent Report (Fonn OCFD-2) 
A Subsequent Report must be filed with the lhtrd no later than JJ days after each of the following events: 
(i) Each reverS3l or modification of the disciplinary action as a result of any internal (i.e., 
within the health care facility/medical staff) or external (for example, through the court 
system or a government agency) appeal. 
(ii) Completioo of a disciplinary action that had not been completed at the time the Initial Report 
was filed (e.g., on-going medical education, supervl.sion, suspension, IErtici~tion in im~ed 
physician program). 
(iii) The end of each consecutive ffi-day period during which the disciplinary action was continuing. 
The first ffi-day period begins with the date on which the disciplinary action was imposed. 
(3) Annual Report (Fonn fCFD-3) 
An Annual Report must be filed with the lhtrd by January 31 of each year. The Annual Report smuld summarize 
all disciplinary actions imposed against physicians during the prior calendar year. A separate summary must be 
completed for each physician and for each disciplinary action (for example, if each of two physicians is involved 
in four se~ate disciplinary actions in a given year, eight summaries must be completed). Please note the 
following with respect to the Annual Report: 
(i) CA1e form permits you to report up to two disciplinary actions; copy and use additio'nal forms, 
as necessary. 
(ii) The report must be filed (and notarized on the final ~ge of the form), whether or not any 
disciplinary actions are reported. 
(iii) The report must be sent to the lhtrd by registered or certified mail. 
D. IIFlNIT'I(N CF ''DrrLIRJNARY N:I'.ffH' 
Two definitions of "disciplinary action" will govern your reporting obligations for the 1~7 calendar year. 
From January 1, 1~7, through tv'J&ch 1, 1~7, a disciplinary action must be reported on the appropriate form if it 
is within the following definition: 
"_ when the licensee denies, restricts, revokes, or fails to renew staff privileges, or accepts the 
resignation of, any physician registered with the board as qualified to practice medicine in the 
commonwealth for any reason related to the registrant's competence to practice medicine or for any reason 
related to a complaint or allegation regarding any violation of law or regulation, or hospital, health 
care facility or professional medical association by-laws, whether or not the complaint or allegation 
specifically cites violation of a specific law, regulation or by-law." 
After March 1, 1~7, a disciplinary action must be reported ')n the appropriate form if it is within the 
definition set forth on the following page. 
The lhtrd appreciates your cooperation in completing and filing Health Care Facility Disciplinary Action 
Reports on time. The lhtrd staff is available to assist you. Please call the futa Repository Unit if you have 
questions. The number is ·(617) 727-DJJ3. 
~ llWID <F RB;ISIIOO1(N IN ~ICINE 
nEmlCfI{lE RR 
HFAllH CARE FJCILITY DTIDHJNARY }Cfl(JJ RERRlS 
243 Q!E. 3.02: Minition of ''Disciplinary Action" (effective March b. 1987) 
,;..--
An action which sirrrultaneously meets the descriptions in subsections (1), (2) and (3) below, and which is limited 
as described in subsections (4) and (5) below: 
(1) An action of any entity, including, but not limited to, a govenunental authority, a health care 
facility, an employer, or a professional medical association (international, national, state or local). 
(2) An action which is: 
(a) formal or informal, or 
(b) oral or written. (However, an oral reprimand is not a "disciplinary action." The fact that 
conduct resulted in an oral reprimand does not relieve any obligation to report under M.Gl.... 
c. ll2, s. 5F.) 
(3) Any of the following actions or their substantial equivalents, ...tlether vohmtary or involuntary: 
(a) Revocation of a right or privilege. 
(b) Suspension of a right or privilege. 
(c) Censure. 
(d) written reprimand or admonition. 
(e) Restriction of a right or privilege. 
( f) Non-rene.-.-.al of a right or privilege. 
(g) Fine. 
(h) Required perfoI1IBI1ce of public service. 
(i) A course of education, training, counseling, or monitoring, only if such course arose out of the 
filing of a complaint or the filing of any other formal charges reflecting upon the licensee's 
competence to practice medicine. 
(j) I:enial of a right or privilege. 
(k) Resignation. 
(1) Leave of absence. 
(m) WitlrlraYal of an application. 
(n) Ternrination or non-renewal of a contract with a licensee. 
(4) Di visions (i) through (n) above are "disciplinary actions" only if they relate, directly, or indirectly to: 
(a) the licensee's canpetence to practice Iredicine, or 
(b) a complaint or allegation regarding any violation of law or regulation (including, but not limited 
to, the regulations of the Board) or bylaws of a health care facility, medical staff, group 
practice, or professional medical association, whether or not the complaint or allegation 
specifically cites violation of a specific law, regulation, or bylaw. 
(5) If based upon a failure to complete medical records in a timely fashion or failure to perform minor 
administrative functions, a first or second written reprimand or admonition, or a first or second 
suspension or restriction of a right or privilege (if less than ten working days in any twelve-month 
period), is not a "disciplinary action" for the purposes of mandatory reporting to the Board. 
(2/87) 
~ IDARD <F RH;ISlRATIrn IN ~ICINE 
HFAL1H CARE FlCILTIY DB:IH.JNARY ACITrn INITIAL RERRI' 
For furt,rer inforoaticn, please refer to inst::ru::tioos. Please type or print legi.bl y. 
M'SlCIAN/lIDIIlB INR:»1r\TIrn 
n\....£u-J.. 
~: -------------------------------------------------------- license number: _______ _ (last) (first) (middle init.) 
Address (fus .): ___________________ _ MD or OO?: ________________ _ 
(street) (city) (state)(zip) 
rate of disciplinary action: _____________________ _ rate report canpleted: _____________________ _ 
~ INR»ff\1'I{N 
Please provide a detailed explanation of the event(s) or behavior which led to disciplinary action. Pe brief but 
complete; if applicable, include patient name(s) and date(s) of birth, severity and type of injury(ies), incident 
dateCs) and locationCs). 
N:l'KN TAKEN 
A. TermCs) of disciplinary action are currently: 1. fulfilled 2. continuing 
B. Expected or actual total duration of disciplinary action is: ____ days or ____ ITDnths. 
C. Circle each applicable category below and provide brief specifics (including, where applicable, whether 
{ilysician's action was voltmtary or involuntary) on lines provided: 
1 revocation of a right or privilege: _____________________________________________ _ 
2 suspension of a right or privilege: ____________________________________________ _ 
3 censure: 
------------
4 written reprimand or admonition: ______________________________________________ _ 
5 restriction of a right or privilege: ___________________________________________ _ 
C coo.t::inued 00 reverse side) (2/87) 
~ In\RD <F RB:;ISIRATICN IN fofDIGINE 
HFAI..JH CARE F!CILTIY DNlHlNARY N:TICN INTI1AL RERRr 
HCFD-l 
6 non-renewal of a right or privilege: __________________________ _ 
7 fwe: _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
8 required perfonrnnce of pubJic service: _________________________ __ 
9 education, training, counseling or f1Dnitoring: ____________________________ _ 
10 denial of a right or privilege: _________________________________ _ 
11 r~~tion: ______________________________________ _ 
12 leave of absence: _____________________________________ _ 
13 withdra\loal of an application: ______________________________ _ 
14 termination or non-renewal of a contract with the licensee: 
------------------------------
1S ~r (s~y): ______________________________________________________ _ 
BASIS ~ DI!DIUNARY .acI'.Im 
D. If physician imp:ri..rment alleged, circle below tOOse categories which best describe the imp:ri..rment(s): 
1 drug abuse 
2 alcohol abuse 
3 physical ~t 
4 rrental :imp:ri.rnEnt 
S Oder (s~y): ____________________________________ ~ ________________ ___ 
E. If treatment/procedure misconduct alleged, circle below tOOse categories which best describe the misconduct: 
1 diagnostic problen 10 IV/blood problen 
2 failure to f1Dnitor 
3 physical/sexual abuse 
4 incanplete examination 
5 inappropriate admission 
6 equiIJlEnt problen 
7 medication problen 
8 delay in emergency/medical services 
11 anesthesia problen 
12 surgical perfolllBOCe problen 
13 obstetrical problen 
14 wvasive procedure problen 
15 avoidable treatJ!Ent/ procedure canplications 
16 infor1IEd consent problen 
17 inappropriate treatment/procedure 
9 l.P.adequate docUlB1tation/p:ltient records 18 pramture d.ischarge 
19~r (s~y): ______________________________________________________ ___ 
RERRI'J1C REALIH Q\RE FM:ILTIY 
Organization narre: _____________________________ _ Telephone: _____________ _ 
Ad~ess: ________________________________________________________ ~ 
Report. canpleted by: __________________________ . Title: _________ _ 
~ In\RD (F RH.;ISI]OO1(li IN ~ICINE 
HFAI.JH CARE F.ac:Il..ITY D:rs::IIUNARY !CIT(li ~ RERRr 
For further infomatim, please refer to inst:ru:tioos. Please type or print legibly. 
HCFD- 2 
~:------------------------------------------------------ License Nl.Il1ber: -------------(last) (first) (middle init.) 
Address (&!s.): ______________________ _ MD or ID?: 
---------------(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
fute of initial disciplinary action: ________ __ rate of initial report to the Boord: 
-----------------
fute this report canpleted: ______________ __ 
B. AARlA1E ICI'.Im TAKEN (he: CaDplete this sect:im oo1y if dj oci pl irmy ac:tim was reversed or DXXi:ified m 
appeal.) 
1. Was this disciplinary action reversed or modified through an internal or an external appellate process? 
(circle one) 1 internal 2 external Please ~ify: ___________________________ _ 
2. Please describe the tBsis for the reversal or IIDdification: 
c. <IJ1IUl'I(.N .(F DTIrlH.INARY ICI'.Im (lbt.e: Qxaplet.e this sect:im 001 y if t:enILs of <Ii s:i p1 j mry act:i.m ta~ 
been fn1 fj 11 ed. ) 
1. Terms of diSCiplinary action v.ere canpleted on: _________ _ 
(date) 
2. Were the terms of this disciplinary action altered in any way, either more or less restrictive, since the last 
report on this action to the Board of Registration in t1:dicine? 1 Yes 2 No 
If Yes, explain below: 
(cont.iIIBi m reverse side) (2/87) 
HCFD- 2 
D. SIXIY-OO SI'A1lE RERm' (Note: ~ this secticn only if disciplimry octim is cootimring.) 
1. State terns of disciplinary action yet to re fuliilled: 
2. Have the terns of this disciplinary action been roodified in any vey? 1 Yes 2 No 
If yes , explain relow: 
3. Is clinical supervision or lIDnitoring p:rrt of this disciplinary action? 1 Yes 2 No 
If yes, the person resIX'£lSible for monitoring or supervising this Iflysidan srould complete questions 
3A and 3B below, and sign in the srace provided.) 
3A. Has the subject of this report violated any term5 or conditions of supervision? 1 Yes 2 No 
If yes, explain below: 
3B. Are you satisfied with the conduct of the subject of this report during the period that you have been 
resIX'£lSible for supervising or IIDnitoring his/her perfonmnce? 1 Yes 2 No 
If no, explain below: 
Printed nare of supervisor/lIDnitor Signature of supervisor/lIDnitor 
Organization nare: 
----------------------------------------------
Telephone numJer: __________ _ 
Mdress: ______________ ~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
Rep:>rt canpleted by: __________________________________________ _ Title : __________________ __ 
~ OOARD (F RHrlSIRATI~ IN ~ICINE 
HFAI.JH CARE FACILITY DTIOH.INARY ACITCN AtfUAL RmRI' 
for further infOrnBtion, please refer to i.nst:roctioos. Please type or print legibly. 
Check here if no disciplinary actions taken during the previous calendar year. 
--Page _ of ___ pages total (if more than one page, notarize only the final page). 
-
HCFO-3 
~~icWn~: _______________________________________________ ___ License Number: ____ _ 
Late of initial report: _____ _ Was the disciplinary action decision appealed?(circle one) 1 Yes 2 No 
Expected or actual duration of disciplinary action (circle one): 1. less than rJ days 
2. bet~ YJ and Cj} days 4. more than 100 days 
3. between 91 and 100 days 5. pennanent 
s~rize the circumstances that gave rise to the disciplinary action and, if applicable, the sanctions imposed: 
Was/is there court action (including action before the Medical Malpractice Tribunal) filed in any jurisdiction 
relating to the same circumstances which gave rise to this disciplinary action? 1 Yes 2 No 3 Unknown 
~~~----------------------------------------------- License Number: -----
[2te of initial report: _____ _ Was the disciplinary action decision appealed?(circle one) 1 Yes 2 No 
Expected or actual duration of disciplinary action (circle one): 1. less than YJ days 
2. between rJ and Cj} days 4. more than 100 days 
3. between 91 and 100 days 5. pennanent 
StJIlTErize the circumstances that gave rise to the disciplinary action and, if applicable, the sanctions impose<!: 
Was/is there court action (including action before the Medical Malpractice Tribunal) filed in any jurisdiction 
relating to the same circumstances which gave rise to this disciplinary action? 1 Yes 2 No 3 Unknown 
RER:Rrnc HFAll1I CARE FACILITY 
~g~i~tion ~: __________________ _ Telephone mJl1ber: ___________ _ 
Address: 
------------------------------------------
Report canpleted by (print nane): ___________ _ Title: 
---------
D:ite: 
---'---
Signature of person canpleting this report: ________________ _ 
~::::::::::::::::::::::..;..;..;..;...::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::1::11:::1:::1::::I:: 
Personally appeared before me _______ -,--,-____ ' in the state of 
county of , who on this day of , 19 __ , subscribed the 
foregoing in my presence and swore or affirmed that the contents thereof are true and correct to the !)est of 
hiS/her knowledge and belief. 
Notary Public 
My ccmnission expires ____________ _ 
(2/87) 
MASSNJIEEl'IS In\RD <F RHrlSlRATI<N IN t£>ICINE 
llEIRlTI<H> RR ~C&L <EAN1ZATI<N DNJJUNARY NTI<N RmRIS 
These instructions explain how to complete and file the Professional Organization Disciplinary Action Report 
(Form fW- l). This report is designed to provide the Board of Registration in Medicine with a recor? of any 
disciplinary action taken by a professional organization (as defined below) against any person licensed by the 
&:lard of Registration in Medicine (i.e., a Medical IXx:tor or a IXx:tor of Osteopathy). Filing of this report is 
required by Cllapter 112, section 5B of the Massachusetts General LaWs. 
(1) Canpleting the ReJX?rt: 
Your responses shoUld be typed or printed legibly. Please be brief but complete. If you need additional 
space, attach extra sheets. You should keep a copy for your records of each report filed. 
(2) Filing the ReJX?rt : 
A report must be filed with the Board no later than 1) days after the octual imposition or initiation of a 
disciplinary action, whether or not the action has been or may be appealed. A separate report must be filed for 
each licensee disciplined and for each disciplinary proceeding. 
When complete, reports should be sent by registered 2!: certified mail to: 
(3) Who Must File: 
The O:moorn.ealth of t-bssachusetts 
Board of Registration in Medicine 
futa Repository Unit 
10 West Street, 3rd floor 
Boston, MA 02111 
The following entities are required to report disciplinary actions on this report: any professional medica} 
association, society, body, professional standards review organization, or similarly constituted professiona: 
organization, whether or not such association, society, body, or organization is local, regional, national OJ 
international in scope. 
(4) Minition of ''Disciplinary Action": 
''Disciplinary action" includes, but is not limited to, revocation, suspension, censure, reprimand, 
restriction, nonrenewal, denial, or restriction of privileges, or resignation. A denial or restriction 
of privileges or a resignation shall be reported only when the resignation or the denial or restriction 
of privileges is related in any way to (a) the applicant's competence to practice medicine, or (b) a 
complaint or allegation regarding any violation of law or regulation, including but not limited to the 
regulations of the boord, or hospital, health care facility or professional medical association by-laws, 
whether or not the complaint or allegation specifically cites violation of a specified law, regulation, 
or by-law. [from M.G.L. c.1l2, sec. SB]. 
(5) If You Have QJestions: 
~ Board appreciates your cooperation in completing and filing Professional Organization Disciplinary Action 
Reports on time. The Board staff is available to assist you. Please call the rata Repository Unit if you have 
questions. The number :is (617) 727-O?1J3. 
~ In\RI) CF Rl£lSIRATIOi IN fti>ICINE 
(]GOOLATI~ DB:IRJNARY tCI'I(Ji RmRl' 
For turtle" infornatioo, please refer to inst:nx:t::i.ms. Please type or print legibly. 
~/FHJIlm 1NRH1t\1'ICfi 
POD-l 
~: ---------------------------------------------- license number : -------(last) (first) (middle init.) 
MM~(&m·): ______________________________________ __ Mi) or OO?: 
-------------(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
rate of disciplinary action: __________ _ rate rerort canpleted: __________ _ 
~ lNRlK\1'R14 
Please provide a detailed explanation of the event(s) or behavior which led to disciplinary action. Be brief but 
complete; if applicable, include p:1tient name(s) and date(s) of birth, severity am type of injury(ies), incident 
date(s) and location(s). 
N:l'Im TAKEN 
A. Term(s ) of disciplinary action are currently: 1. fulfilled 2. continuing 
B. Expected or actual total duration of disciplinary action is: ____ days .2E. ___ JJDnths. 
C. Circle each applicable category below and provide brief specifics (including, where applicable, whether 
!ilysician's aetioo was voluntary or involuntary) on lines provided: 
1 revocation of a right or privilege: _________________________ _ 
2 suspension of a right "or privilege: __________________________ _ 
3 censure: 
---------
4 written reprimand or admonition: __________________________ _ 
5 restriction of a right or privilege: _________________________ _ 
(c:ntt::irllEd 00 reverse side) (2/87) 
~ In\RD <F RlhISlRATICN IN t-mICINE 
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POD-l 
6 non-renewal of a right or privilege: __________________________ _ 
7 fine: ______________________________________ _ 
8 required perfoI1TEl1Ce of public service: _________________________ _ 
9 education, training, counseling or f1Dnitoring: ______________________ _ 
10 denial of a right or privilege: ___________________________ _ 
11 resi~tion: ____________________________________ _ 
12 lea~ofa~: ______________________________________________________________ _ 
13 withdra\e.l of an application: _____________________________ _ 
14 termination or non-rene.al of a contract with the licensee: ___________________ _ 
15~ (s~y): ____________________________________________________ ___ 
BASIS RR DTIDlUNARY' ~ 
D. If physician im{Eirment alleged, circle below those categories which best describe the imIIDrment(s): 
1 drug arose 
2 alcoml abuse 
3 physical iJnI:a:inrent 
4 rental i.rnpairT!ent 
5 ~ (s~ify): _________________________________________________ _ 
E. If treatment/procedure misconduct alleged, circle below tOOse categories which best describe the misconduct: 
1 diagnostic problem 10 IV/blood problem 
2 failure to f1Dnitor 
3 physical/sexual arose 
4 incanplete exanination 
5 inappropriate admission 
6 equiprent problem 
7 medication problem 
8 delay in emergency/medical services 
9 inadequate dOCU1B1tation/patient records 
11 anesthesia problem 
12 surgical perfonrnoce problem 
13 obstetrical problem 
14 invasi~ procedure problem 
15 avoidable trea~t/ procedure canplications 
16 inforned consent problem 
17 inappropriate treatment/procedure 
18 premture discharge 
19 ~ (~fy): ___________________________________________________ _ 
RER:RrIK; ~ ~ 
Or~tion ~: ______________________ __ Telephone: _________ _ 
Address: 
------------------------~-------------Re[X)rt canpleted by: _____________________________ _ Title: _____________ _ 
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~21~r Q~Q~g~glrl~Q !§§2fl!r12~ OF ~!§§!f~Q§~rr§ 
ADDITIONAL DATA REPORTING FORM 
---------- ---- ---------
A. f~l§l£l!~=l~§Qg~Q 
1. ADDRESS: 
B. f1!1~!~ILf1!1~Ilff 
1. NAME: 
2. ADDRESS: 
C. LOCATION ' OF CLAIM * 
-------- -- -----
1. NAME OF FACILITY (IF APPLICABLE): _______________ _ 
2. ADDRESS: 
3. OTHER (DESCRIBE): 
D. Qrtl§g fl~!1 Ql§f2§lr12~ (COMPLETE ONLY IF NO SETTLEMENT 
OR FINAL JUDGMENT). 
1. DATE OF FINAL DISPOSITION: 
2. REASON (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE): 
* This item need not be completed if the incident occurred in 
a hospital identified on the JUA Physician's Claims Data 
form. 
'The folloo.ng questioos are for research ~ ooly and are not IIFBIlt to imply starxlards of care. 
tbIe of Iitysici.an defen:iant: _________________ _ Ucense Nmber: 
-----
tbIe of injured ISrtY: _________________ _ 
Yes No Unknar.n Not Applicable 
1. Was trere a documented breast am lym{ilatic exam in the 
medical record at the time of the first examination for 
the breast les:im? a b c d 
2. Was the Iitysici.an defen:iant the claimant's priJJBry care 
Jily . . ? Sloan. a b c d 
3. If the answer to question number 2 is yes, did the 
Jilysici.an defen:iant refer the IStient for further ...urkup? a b c d 
4. If t he answer to question number 2 is yes. did the 
Jilysici.an defen:iant regularly follow the claimant for 
other feiale exaui.natioos su::h as ISJSIE3I"S. pelvic 
exans, etc.? a b c d 
S. Was a manunograJily performed on the claimant at the time 
the breast lesion was first roted by the Iitysici.an? a b c d 
6. Was an aspiration or biopsy performed on the claimant 
within six to eight weeks after the breast lesion was 
first roted if there was ro spont.arB:us res:>lution of the 
breast lesion? a b c d 
7. \o6s an amrual l1HIl1lJ&ffiIitY perfOI1lEd on the c.lai.oBnt? a b c d 
8. Did the claimant first discover the breast lump? a b c d 
9. How many times did the claimant see the physician 
defendant for the breast lesion prior to the actual 
diagms:i.s being made? times 
The follCMing questicns are for research IXJI1lOSeS only and are not meant to imply st:arxiards of care. 
Name of physician defendant: __________________ _ li~&m~: _____ _ 
~~m~~y: ________________________________ __ 
1. What surgical proc:edure(s) was the claimant under~ 
when the incident occurred? a. 
------------------------------
b. ______________________________ _ 
c. ______________ ~-------------
2. What type of anestres:i.a was uti 1 i zed for the procedure? 
(please circle ere, specify if "other") a. General 
b. Reg:imal 
c. Other 
Yes No 
3. Was there an anesthesiologist or nurse anesthetist 
IitYsically present m the operating room during the 
surgi.cal procedure? a b c 
4. Was the anesthesiologist or nurse anesthetist board 
certified m arert:hes:i.ology? a b c 
5. Were the following monitoring techniques utilized 
throughout the coOOuct of anestres:i.a? 
a. atXtitory IIXXli.toring of heartbeat a b c 
b. atXtitory nmitoring of breath sa.nis a b c 
c. mtermittent or cmt.:imDJs blood pressure mooitoring a b c 
d. ccntinoous electnx:ardiograpc display a b c 
e. inspired oxygen nmitor a b c 
f. a:iney pressure gauge a b c 
g. a:iney d:is::oonect alarm a b c 
h. IWse oxinEtry a b c 
i. quantitative m:xri.toring ~ (D2 a b c 
j. mt:ra-erteria1 pressure tracing a b c 
k. ult:rasooOO periJieral pulse m:xri.toring a b c 
6. If any answer m question rrum~ 5 is ''00'', cwld the 
nmitoring technique mve {XlSSibly avoided the ioc:i.dent? a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Uricoown 
'!he following questicns are for research purposes ooly aM are not IIEaIlt to imply staOOards of care. 
Nate of Jbysician defendant: License Nmiler: 
Nate of injured IBrtY: 
Yes No Unkoown Not Applicable 
1. Was there a board certified obstetrician physically 
present at the t.ine of delivery? a b c d 
2. Was the Jbysician PI'eSelt at the time of delivery the 
prinery Jbysician? a b c d 
3. Were the following mooitoring techniques uti]; zed during 
the labor process? 
a. External electrari.c fetalllDlli.toring a b c d 
b. Internal electrooic fetal umitoring a b c d 
c. Fetal scalp Rt a b c d 
4. Was the placenta exan:ined by iBthllogy? a b c d 
5. li:>w many weeks gestatiOO was the fetus at the time of 
deli ? very. weeks 
6. M:nth of pregnaocy prenatal care begfm: IIDDth 
7. Was a non-stress test performed at any time during 
PregnaIq? a b c d 
8. If the answer to rrumber 7 is yes, the first ncn-stress 
test W3S perforned at row nany weeks: weeks 
9. \tkre fo~ used during delivery? a b c d 
10. If the answer to rrumber 9 is yes, please identify the 
type of fo~ delivery (circle ~): a. high 
b. mid 
c . low 
d. mkIn.n 
11 . Please dOClllB1t the amar s:ores 9f the infant: a. ~ minute 
b. five m:i.nutes 
The following questions are for research ~ only aM are not II£'aIlt to imply standards of care. 
12. Were fetal mooitoring strips available for review at the 
t.:ine the claim was filed? a b c d 
13. Was this pregnaocy coosidered a high risk pregnancy? a b c d 
14. If the answer to questicn 13 is .yes, identify the type 
of high risk: 
15. Was a c.aesareen secti.cn perfornei on this c1a:inent? a b 

